Abstract The trajectory analysis and mission design for inspection of a host spacecraft by a microsatellite is motivated by the current developments in designing and building prototypes of a microsatellite inspector vehicle. A mission in which a host spacecraft is in orbit about Earth is covered in this paper. A toolset has been created, composed ofboth natural and forced motion trajectories. The toolset evaluates an inspection mission concept based on figures of merit over four primary operational modes: deployment mode, global inspection mode, point inspection mode, and disposal mode. Merit figures investigated include the quality of inspection through resolution, lighting conditions, viewing angles, total inspection coverage, tracking spacecraft constraints and consumables regarding telecommunications, spacecraft power, and fuel expenditure. This paper presents the design of the inspection mission design toolset and summarizes the performance of a baseline inspection mission concept of a host in Earth orbit.
INTRODUCTION
Since the inception of the space age, there have been considerable advancements to the design, reliability, and fault man-1-4244-0525-4/07/$20. 00/O2007 IEEE IEEEAC paper# 1150 agement of a space vehicle. However, to this day, ground operators still lack an inexpensive method of visually observing on-orbit spacecraft operations in real-time. This is a problem that has been amplified with losses such as that of the Space Shuttle, Columbia, which might have been preventable, had it been possible to inspect the surface thoroughly before reentry.
Macke et al. points out that "inspection" suggests a range of external observations, such as visual inspection for damage or creating field maps of the host vehicle's RF, magnetic or nuclear emissions [1] . Other potential applications include aiding deployment or monitoring the environment of the host vehicle to provide space situational awareness [2] . Such a vehicle has applicability to an extensive range of host vehicle types -manned and unmanned spacecraft, including commercial communications satellites, scientific satellites, and the deployment of solar sails on sailcrafts. Future space vehicles may include many inspector-like vehicles, throughout the lifetime oftheir missions, providing on-orbit management when needed.
Due to the improvements in the miniaturization of spacecraft components in recent years, microsatellites on the order of 100 kg and under have become increasingly popular [3] . Lately, there has been interest in a cost-effective, small-mass (< 10 kg), and deployable microsatellite inspector (or microinspector), as a viable solution for visually inspecting a host spacecraft. Much of the published efforts exploring the microsatellite inspector concept have been on developing the spacecraft hardware. An analysis of the feasible trajectories would provide a valuable set of constraints and requirements on the hardware design of a microsatellite inspection vehicle.
Therefore, the context of this paper is to analyze trajectories and design a baseline mission concept for the visual inspection of a host spacecraft by a microsatellite inspector. The actual Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GN&C) ofthe microinspector are not considered.
The lack of a low-cost method of visually inspecting a spacecraft on-orbit has been an inconvenience to ground operators for decades. Only recently has there been a significant reduction in size and cost to spacecraft components to make the free-flying microsatellite inspector concept realizable. Due to the current developments in designing and building prototypes of a microsatellite inspector, interest has been expressed in designing a mission concept for inspection.
There are two types of missions that affect the dynamics of a microsatellite inspector operation: An orbiting mission (Earth, Mars, or other planet) where gravity plays a large part in orbital dynamics, and deep space in which the effects come primarily from the Sun. The limited mass, power, and fuel for a microsatellite inspector suggest that an analysis be performed on the possible host-relative traj ectories to ensure safe proximity operations while using minimal system resources.
The objective of this paper is to analyze the range of natural and forced trajectories that may be utilized to form a mission for a visual inspection vehicle, in the face of various constraints and conditions. Natural motion trajectory analysis will be conducted using the Clohessy-Wiltshire, or CW equations, which proceed from a first-order linearization of the equations of motion [4] . The well-known inclinedfootball trajectory is explored for collision avoidance mitigation. Forced motion will only be used for loitering at some particular relative position. In generating these trajectories, this paper uses simplified avoidance constraints. In Low Earth Orbit (LEO), the effect of atmospheric drag on spacecraft motion cannot be ignored. In the context of relative motion, only the differential drag needs to be considered. The effect of differential drag on the mission design for orbiting cases and the resolution to the problem will be further elaborated in this paper.
A baseline mission concept for an Earth orbiting mission will be presented and simulated based on the trajectory study. The mission design includes the disposal of the microinspector at the end of the inspection mission. Docking will not be considered as an option for the vehicle, and as such, will not be addressed in this paper. In order to rate the quality of the inspection mission, some of the possible figures of merit are discussed. The general spacecraft configuration and requirements for the simulation will be based on current microinspector developments at JPL. In the simulation and results section, this paper will include recommendations for a microinspector mission, mission performance criteria, and general hardware requirements.
In conjunction with JPL, a set of general specifications on the GN&C sensor performance and constraints (field of view, sun angle constraints, resolution, drift rates, etc.) have been determined for this study. The mission simulation for this paper will be loosely based on JPL's hardware design for a microsatellite inspector, shown in Figure 1 . As for the host spacecraft, the hardware specifications will proceed from the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV). 
Natural Motion
The trajectory development for the microinspector mission concept will be based on the solution to the ClohessyWiltshire or CW equations, which are also known as the Hill's equations. These linearized differential equations describe the relative motion between two satellites that are in nearcircular orbits about a planet and within a few kilometers of each other [6] . In Figure 21 , the local-vertical rotating coordinate system (LVRCS) that is used for the CW solution is depicted. This coordinate system rotates at the orbital rate, W. The position deviations (x, y, and z) in this coordinate system denote the location of the secondary vehicle in the LVRCS with the target vehicle placed at the origin [5] . The positive y-axis is lined up with the V-bar -the velocity vector of the host spacecraft. The positive x-axis lies along the R-bar -the radial axis. The orbital position vector is depicted by r. 
The CW solution can be written in a more intuitive form, known as the traveling ellipse formulation [5] . This form of the solution presents some advantageous geometric interpretations that facilitate trajectory design for the microinspector mission concept. The traveling ellipse form of the solution is as follows: Given the initial position and velocity of the microinspector, the CW solution characterizes the subsequent motion about the host vehicle in the LVRCF. A 2 x 1 elliptical "orbit" of the microinspector about the host has the same period as the orbital period of the host about the Earth. Fuel would only be expended at the beginning to insert the microinspector into the desired relative trajectory. Hence, it is desirable to exploit this quality of the natural dynamics, and use the CW solution during the mission design process. The operations of the microinspector that arise from an inspection mission will be in close proximity to the host vehicle, which validate the application of this analytic solution. Furthermore, utilizing the CW solution enormously simplifies the simulation of the mission concept, compared to numerically integrating the equations of motion.
The secondary vehicle does not actually "orbit" the host vehicle, but the instantaneous parameters result in an elliptical orbit-like motion. The -3 wtXo term in Eqn 1 explains why the motion is not truly elliptical when Xo is non-zero. This term accounts for the drift that occurs in the elliptical "orbit".
Forced Motion
It was stated that most visual inspection missions are not considered to be time-critical. However, for those missions that are constrained by time, designing the trajectories based solely on natural motion may not be adequate. It is conceivable that such a mission would be designed to include forced motion maneuvers, in addition to natural motion segments. In essence, for orbiting missions, the forced motion maneuvers are akin to targeting in the presence of disturbances. Given the initial position, ri, final position, rf, and the amount of time to reach the final position, At, the velocity vector to reach rf in At can be determined by inverting the CW solution. These targeting equations are similar to the Lambert targeting solution. The CW solution for position can be reformulated to obtain this velocity vector. (6) In practice, the value of At needs to be chosen with care. Since the algorithm takes the inverse of ±D (At), this matrix must not be singular or close to singular. This implies that the orbital period, P, and integer multiples of P cannot be used as At. In addition, the computed Av may cause the microinspector to collide with the host another negative aspect of the forced motion method.
Constraints
This section introduces some of the up-front constraints that must be considered during the mission design phase. The constraints imposed by the microinspector hardware and mission directly impact the trajectory design for a microsatellite inspection mission. Figure 4 , is a case in which the Sun is perpendicular to the orbit plane. In this case, the host vehicle always has line of sight to the Sun and is continuously illuminated. It should be pointed out that if not spinning, only one 2For the definition of sun angle used in this paper, refer to Figure 7 side of the host's surface is lit throughout the orbit. Therefore, the microinspector will not be able to take images of the opposite side using natural light. The view in Figure 4 is from the orbit's edge. Figure 6a depicts the microinspector traveling in an out-of-plane 2 x 1 stationary ellipse about the host vehicle in the relative frame of reference. The geocentric Sun direction is in the host's orbital plane. The host vehicle is rotating in a circular orbit about Earth, and rotating at the orbital rate, w, in the inertial reference frame as in Figure 3 , maintaining a local-vertical local-horizontal (LVLH) attitude. If the inclined 2 x 1 ellipse is nearly circular in the x-z plane as in this case, then a practical pointing solution is to have the camera's boresight vector rotate in the x-z plane, such that the boresight vector stays normal to the V-bar (y-axis). This type of pointing motion is shown in Figures 6c-6d . One can immediately see the implications of achieving this type of boresight vector motion in the LVRCS. Assume a succession of these inclined 2x 1 ellipses at different locations on the V-bar. With the current lighting condition and with the rotation of the boresight vector in the x-z plane, the microinspector can capture images of most of the host's surface, if the length of the host lies on the V-bar. The position and attitude of the microinspector is shown in Figure 6b , and the motion of the boresight vector in inertial space is displayed in Figure 6e .
Another aspect of the microinspector that must be examined before designing the mission is the power system. This paper focuses specifically on a microinspector design that is equipped with solar cells for continuous operation in In this paper, "solar cell mode" is when the batteries are charging, and "battery mode" is when the batteries are being discharged. In order to determine the proper specifications for the microinspector's power system, the amount of time spent in solar cell mode and battery mode during a typical orbital maneuver needs to be evaluated. One obvious goal in designing a mission for a microinspector with solar cells is to stay in solar cell mode for the majority of the mission time. If the battery's state of charge (SOC) is below the specified minimum SOC, it will become necessary to recharge by pointing the solar cells toward the Sun, during the mission. Since this takes time away from the inspection part of the mission, it is desired to avoid these recharging maneuvers, if possible. While still attaining the desired motion of the camera boresight vector, the orientation of the microinspector that minimizes 0,8a throughout the mission must be determined. For the following analysis, 7/sa,max is assumed to be 90°. An- other assumption is that the solar cells are placed only on one side of the microsatellite, as shown in Figure 7 . The camera viewpoint is located on one of the edges of this box-shaped Figure 8 . These rotations result in doubling the Sun exposure time, and consequently the time spent using the solar cells for operation. Under different lighting conditions and given enough fuel, the mission planner may choose to actively control the orientation of the microinspector about the boresight vector, in order to maximize the Sun exposure to the solar cells. This sun angle minimizing algorithm will be referred to as the Sun-nadir pointing scheme, for the remainder of this paper.
In reality, 7)sa,max will be much less than 90°, due to the average power needed to continue running all systems on board the microinspector. Additionally, the battery reserves will not be completely depleted before conducting recharging 
Irag and iicle The total velocity of the microinspector can be interpreted as the orbital velocity of the origin of the LVRCS added to the relative velocity ofthe microinspector in the LVRCS. The orbital velocity of the LVRCS dominates over the relative velocity of the microinspector. Hence, for the drag analysis in this paper, the relative velocity is not included in the drag force calculations. Since the greater part of the microinspector's velocity is parallel to the V-bar of the host vehicle, ad,v and ad,, is assumed to be zero. Then, ad,y represents the differential drag, which can be positive, negative, or zero. When the host vehicle has the greater drag, ad,y is positive. When the microinspector has the greater drag, ad,y is negative. With equal drag, the value of ad,y is zero. This constant value, ad,y, will be part of the dy component of d in Eqn 1-Eqn 3. For the remainder of this paper, the variable ad will represent the differential drag, with the connotation that it lies along the y-axis of the LVRCS.
The rest of this section examines possible values for differential drag that is attained for the host and microinspector models outlined in the requirements. Depending on the orientation of the two spacecrafts, the sign of the differential drag may differ. If the microinspector stays edge on during its orbit, but the host vehicle rotates in the LVRCS, then the differential drag will be sinusoidal. In this case, the total effect on the microinspector's motion relative to the host may be mitigated throughout each orbit. For the trajectory analysis and mission design for a microinspector in this paper, the host vehicle is assumed to be placed edge on in the LVRCS.
The orbital degradation due to various magnitudes of the differential drag can be described by the change in the semimajor axis, a, of the microinspector's orbit. This is essentially the change of the vehicle's position along the x-axis in the LVRCS. Figure 9a illustrates the trajectory of a microinspector that is initially placed at the origin, over a time span of ten orbital periods (-15.7 hrs). The host is in orbit about the Earth at an altitude of 500 km and located at the origin in the LVRCS. To simulate the motion of the microinspector, the CW solution is used with ad =-x 1 X 8 m/s2. The negative value of ad means that the microinspector has greater drag, which causes the semimajor axis of its orbit to decrease more than the host's. The microinspector's velocity becomes greater than the host's velocity. Therefore, in the LVRCS, the microinspector appears to drift below and ahead of the host.
The microinspector is effectively spiraling inwards toward the Earth, relatively speaking. Figure 9b shows a closer inspection of the orbital degradation over two orbital periods. The change along the x-axis, Ax, is constant per orbital period, but the change along the y-axis, Ay, is greater in the second period than in the first. A periodic motion in the degradation can be observed in the x-direction. Ax and Ay per orbital period can be calculated explicitly using the traveling ellipse formulation of the CW solution, Eqn 1. Indeed, evaluation of these equations proves that the change in the motion along the x-axis is periodic due to the constant differential drag. Since the differential drag is assumed to exist primarily along the V-bar, only the in-plane motion due to the drag will be analyzed here. Figure 11 represents the top of the host surface in the LVRCS frame when the length is along the V-bar. The fifth row represents the bottom of the host surface. In-plane 2 x 1 Ellipse The 2 x 1 elliptical motion, also known to the GN&C community as afootball orbit, was introduced in the previous sections. The in-plane 2 x 1 ellipse is a stationary relative closed orbit. To obtain an inclined 2 x 1 ellipse that is circular when viewed along the V-bar, the value for b and c must be equal. Additionally, X-X = 90°. For a host vehicle with its length along the V-bar, this type of trajectory permits the microinspector to get closer to the surface and take images with better resolu-tion, with minimal risk of collision. The size of the inclined ellipse can be made much smaller than an in-plane ellipse, in part because of the out-of-plane factor and also due to the ellipse intersecting the R-bar instead of the V-bar. The camera's boresight vector can be initiated to rotate in the plane of the ellipse. Another practical option is to direct the attitude ofthe microinspector, so that the camera's boresight vector is normal to the V-bar, as in the Inclined 2 x 1 Ellipse sub-figure and the Inclined 2 x 1 Ellipse: Circular in the x-z Plane sub-figure in Figure 17 . The velocity magnitude of this inclined 2 x 1 ellipse at 0 = O°and 0 = 180°is the same as its in-plane counterpart: v = 0.011 m/s. At q = 90°and q= 270°, the velocity magnitude of the microinspector is v 0.025 m/s.
Again, the period of the inclined 2 x 1 ellipse is equal to the orbital period of the host. Figure 17 shows what this type of motion looks like, relative to the host vehicle, which maintains a LVLH attitude. The velocity magnitude needed to set the microinspector to traverse in a straight line depends on the position deviation along the R-bar (x-axis), and is given by Eqn 14. The velocity is applied parallel to the V-bar, which makes the microinspector appear to move above or below the host vehicle depending on the sign of the radial deviation from the host. The time to traverse a tear-drop orbit is less than one orbital period, since it is a section of the traveling ellipse. Thus for missions that are constrained in time, utilizing tear-drop orbits may be a practical choice, with the trade-off being periodic fuel expenditure.
The shape and the position of the tear-drop orbit may be chosen to encircle the host vehicle, as illustrated in the In-plane Tear-drop sub-figure in Figure 17 . The motion ofthe microinspector is purely in-plane. Without the A v burn at the point of intersection of this tear-drop orbit, the microinspector will follow the path of a traveling ellipse. The "period" or Attd of this tear-drop orbit is about 95% of the orbital period of the host. Av _ 0.005 m/s, which is applied in the negative x-direction every Attd. The camera's boresight vector can be rotated in the LVRCS to capture images of the host vehicle.
Since Attd is less than the orbital period, the boresight vector needs to be rotated at a constant angular rate of 2w rad/s.
Attd
The deviation of the ellipse's center is positive along the radial axis. If the deviation is negative, then the microinspector would move along a traveling ellipse path in the opposite direction. The Av burn would then have to be applied in the positive x-direction to achieve a tear-drop orbit about the host vehicle.
The tear-drop orbit may also be designed to Notice that the tear-drop shape can be eliminated altogether, to form a dip in place. Figure 16 illustrates this trajectory. There are a variety of methods of computing the transfer trajectories to maneuver from one natural relative motion to another. The forced motion method can be employed in this case to insert the microinspector into the desired natural motion. However, this method is expensive in terms of fuel usage compared to the use of natural dynamics. Hence, the transfer trajectories for the simulations in this paper will be computed using the natural relative dynamics described by the CW solution. A description of several ofthe transfer trajectory computations can be found in Ref [8] . Based on these computations, a set of positions, impulse velocities, and times, which describe the natural motions and the transfers, are compiled into an input array that is used by the mission simulation.
Estimation ofA v Burns The position, magnitude, and direction of the A v burns are not explicitly computed for orbit maintenance and attitude control in the simulation created for this study. Nevertheless, to attain more realistic fuel costs for a microinspector mission, the simulation does include estimations of the fuel used during orbit maintenance due to differential drag, and to spin-up the microsatellite about a body-fixed axis. This section discusses how the A v estimation is done for both cases.
Orbit At lower altitudes, the A v required will be much larger, but may still be feasible depending on the fuel capacity. For the host and microinspector specifications in this paper, at an altitude of 200 km, ad = 4.16x 10-5. Hence, the Av required per orbit is 0.22 m/s, which is much less than the budgeted total Av of 15 mn/s.
Attitude Control System The equations of motion used in the trajectory and mission simulation for this study are in 3DOF, since the CW solution is being utilized. Therefore, the position, velocity, and accelerations are explicitly computed for the microsatellite inspector's orbital (translational) motion. Although the attitude maneuvers are not simulated with any equations of motion, the orientation of the microinspector is included in the simulation as a specified variable. Because the angular rates of the vehicle are not directly computed, the fuel costs associated with attitude control must be estimated. For the simulation in Section 5, the attitude control of the microinspector is largely based on the constant angular rate method introduced in the Lighting section. Therefore, an estimate of the A v required to spin-up the microsatellite about a body-fixed axis is needed. Refer to Ref [8] for details on the method of attitude control fuel estimation used in the simulations.
Station-keeping
Station-keeping of the microinspector may be necessary when images of a specific part of the host's surface are required. For LEO missions, the fuel usage for station-keeping is primarily associated with resisting the effects of differential gravitational acceleration between the host vehicle and the microinspector. The Av burns for station-keeping are not explicitly calculated from the equations of motion, nor are they directly applied to the simulations in this paper. In order to explicitly calculate the positions and velocity burns for station-keeping, a regulatory control mechanism must be applied, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, an estimate of the A v required for the duration of station-keeping is included in the fuel costs for the total mission. The differential gravity can be calculated from the acceleration vector in Eqn 3, given the desired position for station-keeping in the LVRCS and setting d to zero. The initial velocity components are set to zero. Let a9 be the differential gravity. Then, the A v required can be estimated by multiplying the continuous acceleration needed to overcome the effects of a9 and the total time at the desired position. The continuous acceleration is simply the opposite of a9. Thus, if At is the time at the desired position, the magnitude of A v is given by:
To simulate station-keeping using the CW equations, a differential acceleration that is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the differential gravity is applied as a part of d of Eqn 1.
Baseline Mission
This section presents a baseline microinspector mission concept for a host vehicle in orbit about Earth. In mode 2, the microinspector carries out a global inspection of the host vehicle's surface. Starting from its initial position on the V-bar, the microinspector is dispatched to maneuver autonomously about the host vehicle for the inspection process. The trajectories that make up the global inspection mode are pre-computed to observe all necessary constraints and requirements. The global inspection process entails maneuvering the microinspector and controlling its attitude, such that complete coverage of the host vehicle's surface is achieved through the images taken by the on board camera. Once the global inspection is complete, the microinspector returns to a specified position on the V-bar for further commands.
Mode 3: Point Inspection
In mode 3, the microsatellite inspector maneuvers to a specified position near the host vehicle and is properly oriented for point inspection. The specified position is chosen by ground operators after reviewing the images taken during the global inspection mode. Close-up images of a particular point or points on the host's surface may be desired after the images from the global inspection are assessed. If so, the positions and attitudes of the microinspector to acquire these images are uploaded to the microinspector that is awaiting instructions while on the V-bar. Once the specified position is reached, station-keeping maneuvers are executed until all images are taken. Following the point inspection process, the microinspector returns to the V-bar for further commands. 
MISSION DESIGN SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, an overview of the mission simulation for the Earth orbiting scenario is given and simulations of the baseline mission at two different altitudes are presented. Based on the figures of merit, the results of the simulation will be discussed and analyzed to check if the defined requirements are met. In this paper, the figures of merit will be weighted equally. Also, general requirements for the microinspector hardware are recommended based on the results.
Simulation Overview
The 3DOF baseline mission simulation for a microsatellite inspector is based on the solution to the CW equations. The CW solution was detailed in the Natural Motion sub-section under Section 2. The four microinspector mission modes, which make up the baseline mission, were described in the Baseline Mission section. The microinspector and host hardware specifications are simulated based on the requirements presented in the Requirements section. Figure 19 . Figure 19 Table 2 shows that the differential drag is a small factor at 500 km. Thus, the Av used for orbit maintenance throughout the mission is also small, which can be seen in Figure 22a from the 2nd period to the 24th period. The estimated rotational A v is also below the total available fuel, but is much larger than the A v used for the translation motion. Figure 22c illustrates the total A v used, which is a little over half the available 15 m/s of fuel. Based on the fuel expenditure simulation results, the majority of the propellant is used for the attitude control of the microinspector. In order to lower the fuel costs, the focus must be directed to developing a fuel-optimal attitude control algorithm. Further analysis must be conducted to accurately estimate the fuel usage for specific attitude control schemes and to understand the coupling dynamics between the orbital and attitude motion.
Although the rotational A v is estimated here, the primary scope for fuel expenditure in this baseline simulation is the translational Av. At a 500 km altitude, the inspection trajectories in this baseline simulation are found to be excellent on the basis of fuel use.
The numbered labels of the points or segments on the host surface used in the simulation were graphically shown in Figure 11 . Figure 23 illustrates the frequency at which the points on the host surface are viewed. The greater frequency is di- rectly related to the darker shade in this figure. For the point inspection portion ofthe mission, the microinspector captures images of the host surface segment numbered by 34, which is viewed 81 times over the total number of time-steps. This figure of merit shows that with the Sun position vector along the positive X-axis in the geocentric inertial frame of reference and the microinspector traveling in a spiral trajectory, the camera on board has more opportunities to image the top portion of the host spacecraft. Therefore, the few opportunities to image the bottom of the host vehicle with natural lighting conditions must not be wasted. Figure 26a displays the average resolution of the images that are taken throughout the mission. The average resolution of the images taken during the global inspection mode is under 1.1 cm, which is slightly above the desired minimum resolution of 1 cm. This is shown in Figure 26b . However, since this value is an average, the actual resolution of a surface point at the center of the field of view will be less than or equal to 1 cm. The average resolution of the images taken during the point inspection mode is 0.9 cm. Thus, this figure of merit illustrates that the images taken using the trajectories in this simulation adequately meet the image resolution requirement. 29 shows that the battery is drained after about five orbital periods. Thus, this result shows that the microinspector must occasionally stop its inspection process and conduct maneuvers to point at the Sun to recharge the battery. Compared to employing a Sun-nadir pointing algorithm throughout the mission, this method of battery charging increases the time needed to complete the inspection mission. However, it is much more fuel efficient, since the number of attitude maneuvers to point the solar cells toward the Sun is limited, and the fuel used to maintain the appropriate attitude is small. The Sun-nadir pointing algorithm uses much more fuel, because it must maintain the correct boresight vector orientation, while . The minimum distance from the surface during imaging is 10.1 m, similar to the 500 km case.
. The geocentric inertial Sun position vector is along the positive X-axis of the geocentric inertial reference frame. Figure 30a . However, the total translational A v is much larger when compared to Figure 22a . This increase in fuel consumption is primarily due to the larger value of differential drag at the lower altitude. The A v used for orbit maintenance throughout the mission is much greater at the lower altitude. The total rotational A v estimate is nearly equivalent to the 500 km case, as shown in Figure 30b . Figure 30c illustrates the total Av used.
The maximum velocity magnitude during the global inspection mode at the lower altitude is 0.0345rm/s, which is slightly greater than the inspection mission at 500 km. This translates to a camera exposure time of less than 0.246 s to attain less than one pixel smear. 6 . CONCLUSION A trajectory analysis for the mission design of a microsatellite inspector vehicle was conducted and presented in this paper. The study covered an Earth orbiting mission scenario. For the orbiting case, a natural motion trajectory for inspection ofthe host spacecraft was primarily designed utilizing the solution to the CW equations. The key factors affecting an inspection mission were discussed and detailed in this paper. The relative motion space was first explored via the CW solution.
From this analysis, a toolset of trajectories that would potentially be useful for vehicle inspection was developed. The methods, used in this paper, for calculating the transfer motion between these trajectories were also based on the CW solution.
A baseline mission design concept for a microinspector was presented, which consisted of a deployment mode, a global inspection mode, a point inspection mode, and a disposal mode. The 3DOF simulation of the baseline mission was based on the trajectory toolset and transfer methods. The altitude and inclination of the host spacecraft's orbit about Earth were specified for the simulation. The attitude of the microinspector was not simulated; however, the fuel usage by the attitude control system was estimated. Factors that could be used to score the successfulness of an inspection mission were also outlined. These figures of merit were used to show the effectiveness of the chosen baseline inspection mission. The hardware requirements and constraints employed in the simulation were based on JPL's microinspector design. Simulations of the baseline inspection mission were conducted for LEO at altitudes of 500 km and 200 km. The main conclusion for these scenarios was that the attitude motion consumed considerably more fuel than the translational motion at altitudes higher than 200 km. The total available Av of 15 m/rs was found to be more than adequate for the entire mission at both altitudes. In order to accurately estimate the fuel expenditure for attitude control, it is recommended that a six-degree-of-freedom simulation of the microinspector's orbital motion and attitude be developed, with fuel optimizing attitude control techniques. It was determined that to complete the inspection mission, the microinspector needs to periodically take time out of its inspection tasks and recharge the batteries by pointing at the Sun. The simulated baseline mission was able to attain image resolutions that were less than or equal to the desired maximum resolution of 1 cm, during the global inspection and point inspection mode. The minimum distance avoidance constraint of 10 m was not violated in achieving this imaging goal. The maximum relative velocity magnitude for both the 500 km and 200 km altitude cases in the baseline mission simulation showed that the camera exposure time should be less than 0.5 s to achieve less than one pixel smear. 
